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WHAT MOVED FM
A school teacher recently gave his

pupils a lecture on patriotism. He
pointed out the high motives which
moved the territorials to leave their
homes and fight for their country.

The school teacher noticed that
one boy did not pay attention to the
instruction, and a test question he
asked him:

"What motives took tne territorials
to the war?"

The boy was puzzled for a mo-
ment; then, remembering the public
send-of- f of the local regiment at the

yrailway station, he replied
'Locomotives, sir. ixmaon Tit- -

Bits.

NOT MUCH
Bess Do you think much of Jim-mi- e?

Tess No; only about twenty-fo- ur

hours a day. Fun.
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FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION
"May I print a kiss upon your

lips?"
"Yes, provided you promise not to

publish, it." Fun.

n. y. there's a family in hobuken
that lost its granpa becaus he died
the other day

there a little gurl in the house
named gladdis who is a purty brite
kid as far as kids of her age and
seeks can be

yesturdy morning when her maw
came home from church little glad-
dis was setting up a awful holler

youd athot sumbody had a kicked
her on the shin or sumthing

but nobody had done that
landsakes gladdis, said her maw,

why are you crying
i found grandpas specks says glad-

dis still acrying
you found grandpas specktickels

replys her mother, well what of that
she inkwires

o me o my, cries gladdies while her
maw does the most to comfort her

what will pore grandpa do way up
in hevon without his specks

PROMPTED
The vicar was just about to give

out the banns of a marriage the other
Sunday when he discovered that he
could not find the book. However,
he began groping meanwhile for the
lost volume.

"I publish the banns of marriage
between between "

"Between the cushion and the seat,
sir," whispered the verger, hoarsely,
suddenly realizing what the vicar was
looking for.
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HIS EXCUSE

"This is a pretty time of night for
you to be coming home, Jeremiah!"

"I know, my dear; but I hadn't
anywhere else to go."
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